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As many of our members prepare to fly out to Malta for the annual EuRA conference, I can’t help but consider the tragic suicide bombings in Zaventem only a few
short weeks ago.   Even as Belgium still reels from the shock of these attacks, we
head out to talk about relocating people to and from our beautiful country.  And
although there is no quick and easy solution to the many issues our nation faces, I
hope we can continue to prove Belgium remains an attractive destination, no matter what Donald Trump might think of us.
It is testament to our success and solidarity as a national association that our membership continues to grow.  We’ve seen new members joining our ranks every week
since the start of this year, making us stronger than ever before.  As an association
we get to champion everything that is good about - and fight the challenges that
come with - working in the global mobility sector, something we love doing on a
daily basis.
As we well know, every expat’s story is unique in its own right and in this issue we
speak with strong women who have faced the challenges of building a life and career abroad head-on.  Whether it’s building new professional and social networks,
knowing where to buy your towels or taking a leap of faith and starting up a brand
new venture, acculturation comes in many shapes and forms.   We hope you enjoy
their stories and find inspiration in them.

cover image: Querido Uitgeverij
from Joke van Leeuwen’s
“Have you seen my sister?”
editorial: Fiona Klomp
www.illus.be
Lise Lotte ten Voorde
www.cultuurcocktail.eu
Subscribe to ReLocate, the quarterly
publication by vzw ABRA absl, online via:
www.abra-relocation.com

I look forward to seeing you all again soon,

nt
Isabele Prémo

For print and online advertising
opportunities and rates please contact:
admin@abra-relocation.com
For further details on becoming a
member of ABRA, please contact:
admin@abra-relocation.com

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS FOR THEIR SUPPORT
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Comfort is just around the corner
By Lise Lotte ten Voorde
In October 2013 I moved to Antwerp for the second time
around. The first time, in 2005, I came over for an internship and stuck to a man. The relationship ended and back
to the motherland I went. My subsequent return to Belgium was because of a lover, again.
We were living in Amsterdam but never quite felt at home.
It was clear to us our future lay beyond the horizon. It was
too early in our lives to settle in all too familiar Utrecht, so
if we were going to a new town anyway, it might as well be
abroad. Off we went, to a light and spacious apartment that
felt like a palace after our worn down, ready-to-be-demolished shared house in an industrial zone with frostwork on
the bedroom window and just a single woodstove to keep
us warm.
Steering my bicycle through familiar lanes and unfamiliar alleyways felt like being madly in love. We had no jobs, few
friends and lots of ‘goesting’ to try everything the city had
to offer. More specifically we were looking for a new balance
where work and play would produce the perfect breeding
ground for all those artworks, articles and books that were
slumbering in the back of our minds.  Writing is my business
and observing my second nature - surely those ingredients
would make a fine cocktail from which to capitalise on my
experiences.
When you first arrive somewhere new it feels like an extended holiday. Knowing you’re not returning home any
time soon makes all the difference - there’s no need to go
looking for bread and cheese during a Thai holiday because
you’re perfectly content to have rice every day.  But a trip
around the world is nothing compared to dealing with insurance companies, Flemish landlords, looking for work, trying
to make friends to explore foam art coffee places with instead of staring out of the home-office window at a lonely
weed trying to prosper in a crack between the bricks of the
house opposite.
Once the excitement of the new started wearing off, gloomy
days and mornings thick like cold mush settled in its place
instead. My previous experience with Antwerp and the
Flemish only helped so much – it was very different living
there with a Dutch partner instead of a local. While he was
away (and he was half the time) I was trying to make sense
of the seeming lack of logic in supermarket layout (we’d
never start with the wine), a leaking roof and a hysterical
landlord, a debit card that only worked in half of the shops
I frequented. And those were merely some of the practical
issues.
Though utterly scared of failure, I started to gather evidence
to help me write about why my attempts to make sense of
my new surroundings - and my place in them - made me feel

like a wind-up toy in hot quicksand. Crossing just one border had turned me into a migrant and that status changed
everything. Where in Amsterdam I had found myself doing
silent battle with my computer, stressed by lack of inspiration and full of regret for not grabbing the opportunities for
internships I was offered, in Antwerp I suspected depression
from information overload lurking around every corner.
During my research I learned that there’s a word for this kind
of stress, an entire research area even: ‘Acculturation Psychology’. Batja Mesquita, Professor of Psychology at the KU
Leuven and ‘hands-on’ expert: “The range of changes one
encounters when switching cultures is very wide: from emotions to how you perceive the world. Stress, the ability of
handling all the novelties or not, are also part of that,” Mesquita explains. “An international move doesn’t only mean a
material change, it also means losing one’s social network.
Acculturation can make you tired because everything, even
the appearance of a milk bottle, is different from what
you’re used to. In very severe cases acculturation can cause
exhaustion, anxiety or depression.” Mesquita confirms that
this also applies to a seemingly not-very-drastic move from
The Netherlands to Belgium.
So there it was, a label for my condition. While attempting to find certainties in Belgium, I discovered a profound
Dutchness within myself. Apparently my desire for order and
planning weren’t merely a question of character: I could’ve
given that example of the milk bottle myself. Something
seemingly trivial like how the isles of a supermarket are arranged proved to be essential to my wellbeing. So when late
last winter the supermarket around the corner sprang from
its makeover as a blue and white Albert Heijn, I found myself
grinning from ear to ear amidst the isles of familiar products
glistening in the tube light.
When I first got here I swore to never visit the Dutch grocery
giant, but I reached the point where wellbeing prevailed
over principles. Apart from the fact that they were the nearest grocer, they were also cheaper and open until eight PM.
I’m over the moon to have my favourite peanut butter again,
to be able to find the fresh milk with my eyes closed and
vinegar and oil together on one shelf. I have to confess to
choosing the soothing comfort of being surrounded by ‘vla’,
‘drop’ and ‘stroopwafels’, even though I never eat them,
over the thrill of a foreign supermarket - for daily business
at least.
I can’t say which effect Albert Heijn has on my writing so far,
but I do know I’m feeling more at home. And yes, I found
a job, I found that coffee place I can hang out with new
and old friends and a proper chunk of Dutch cheese only a
brief walk away. Maybe it’s finally time to start writing that
book.			
www.cultuurcocktail.eu
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Bordering Two Worlds
culture-bridging culture
public. But Viegeltje, who has a fondness for worms,
sautéed beetles and bread with peanut butter, follows
her adventurous nature and heads out into the world,
while the people she encounters frantically seek to
keep her from possible harm.

“I didn’t think it could get any worse”
Dutch peanut butter, a Walloon landscape and two
archetypical Flemish first names; add a challenged yet
hopeful and resilient character, giving you a picture of
Joke van Leeuwen’s personal experiences. She grew
up as the daughter of a reverend who moved around
The Netherlands, family in tow, before taking up a position as professor in Theology in Brussels. Van Leeuwen
was thirteen, tired of cycling to the nearest town to
go to school and ready for a change, because surely ‘it
couldn’t get any worse.’ But despite lots of good will,
going to high school in Brussels turned out to be quite
the cultural shock.
“Even the teachers were unaware of the scope of our
many differences, great and small.   Little things that
can really throw you off such as your place in morning
roll call. In Belgium the prefix is written with a capital,
so I got up when all students’ names beginning with
an ‘L’ were called but was reprimanded for not paying
attention; I was supposed to rise at ‘V’. Everything I’d
ever considered a certainty was pulled out from under
me like a rug.”

Joke van Leeuwen (1952, The Hague, NL) writes, illustrates
and performs. She was City Poet of Antwerp and was appointed Poet of the Low Lands for 2015-16. Her best known
book is probably ‘Eep!’, a story about a girl with wings instead of arms, who tries to follow her own destiny within
the ‘normal’ world. The Dutch Van Leeuwen moved to
Brussels when she was thirteen and currently resides in
Antwerp. The experience of being somewhat of an outsider seeped into her work, leading to an idiosyncratic oeuvre
that received numerous awards. “I’m a bit of both countries. I think that’s where I belong, on the border between
two worlds.”
On a day like any other, Warre wanders off into the rolling
landscape to go bird watching. When he decides to look
down instead of up, he finds a creature under a bush that
his bird guide doesn’t feature: a tiny creature, something
between a girl and a bird. Warre and his wife Tine decide
to raise her as a human child, hiding her wings and forbidding her to eat with her mouth or fluttering to the ceiling in
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Besides the puzzling Flemish meaning of familiar Dutch
words, life outside the walls of school and home meant
she also had to deal with people speaking French. Like the
time she went out to buy a pair of tights (‘maillot’ in Dutch)
but was presented with an array of bathing suits (‘maillot
de bain’ in French) instead. Van Leeuwen translated several
of her experiences from this period into a series of poems
(‘Kind in Brussel’ (‘Child in Brussels’) from ‘Four Ways of
Waiting for Someone’, 2001) in which feelings of frustration
mingled with sheer amazement are positively tangible.
After finishing high school, Joke van Leeuwen studied graphic arts at the Royal Academy of Art in Antwerp and the SaintLukas Institute in Brussels and history at the University of
Brussels. She made her idiosyncratic debut as an author and
comedian in 1978 after winning the Delft student cabaret
festival, expanding her talents into many fields. Later she returned to The Netherlands because of her husband’s work,
but after their divorce and her son had left the nest, she
‘voluntarily returned to Belgium.’ Van Leeuwen: “I felt stifled
in Amersfoort, the small city where I lived. People thought it
arrogant to talk about experiences of living abroad. I discov-
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ered I feel more at home in places that are a melting pot, like
Brussels.” She chose to live in Antwerp for practical reasons:
“I have regular engagements in The Netherlands.”

A hybrid backdrop of Flemish
		
and Dutch phenomena
Frustration, the ability to wonder and a determination to get
it right (“At home there would be a dictionary where I’d look
up the right word”) are pretty useful qualities for a writerin-the-making. “It had a positive influence,” Van Leeuwen
agrees. “I was a creative child already and language and
imagination were stimulated by my parents, but the experience of moving to a different culture as a teenager taught
me to improvise and think in detours at an early stage.”
The new culture provided her with a subject and a whole
new array of words and images to add to her vocabulary,
writing proved a means to process the experience. It made
her contrary, meaning that in her opinion nothing’s true and
everything’s possible. It’s a trait you will find in many of Van
Leeuwen’s characters that crowd her stories set against a
hybrid backdrop of Flemish and Dutch phenomena. “It happens naturally,” says Joke van Leeuwen. “I simply choose
what suits the story best – it enhances the fictitious character.”
Perhaps one of the most important aspects however, is the
ability to see things from a different perspective. In daily life,
her bi-culturality is as much of an influence as in her work.
“It would be beneficial if everyone would live abroad, even if
it’s just six months,” Joke van Leeuwen believes. “You should
however make a proper effort to encounter that new culture
and not stick within a colony of compatriots. Only then you
can experience how relative your own habits and values are,
even when it’s just a neighbouring country.”
Ultimately you can even play a role in helping others understand and familiarise themselves with that culture. This was
my main reason to accept the position as Dichter der Nederlanden (Poet of the Low Lands). With this honorary position the Algemeen-Nederlands Verbond, a foundation that
encourages a greater familiarity between Flanders and The
Netherlands, celebrates the fact that 200 years ago Belgium
and The Netherlands were a single country for a period of
fifteen years.
In her acceptance speech, Van Leeuwen refers to herself as
a ‘two-legged bridge’. “Sadly not many people are interested
in this assignment; remarkably less then when I was Antwerp’s city poet. There’s especially little attention from The
Netherlands, which seems to be more and more oriented
towards domestic issues. I’d say that’s quite worrisome in an
age when mono-cultural thinking is impossible to maintain.
The situation illustrates what a disadvantage it can be when
people haven’t spent any time in a different culture – they
keep thinking inside the box.”
Joke van Leeuwen is concerned but determined as well. “I
see a clear role for myself, within my work but also in my

private life. An example I like to give is when a Flemish jury
labelled a Dutch author ‘merkwaardig’. In Dutch that means
‘strange’, but in Flemish it means ‘remarkable’. The author
was given a compliment and he wasn’t aware of it! I was able
to translate, and he went home feeling satisfied, but when
you think about it, it’s wrong that we don’t understand each
other even though the foundations of our language are the
same. On both sides of the border television programs from
the neighbouring country are subtitled. The problem with
that is: you stop making an effort to understand each other.
But it’s really not a problem if every now and then you come
across an unfamiliar word!”

Helping Iraqi and Syrian writers settle in
It becomes clear that there is also a political motivation
involved when promoting bi-culturality, also outside the
Flemish-Netherlands realm. “When you’ve been part of two
countries for as long as I have you should be allowed to have
two passports. I’m not really Dutch anymore, whatever that
may be (“I haven’t eaten an ‘oliebol’ on New Year’s Eve for
years,” she jokes), but should I turn my back on a country
that awarded me a state prize? (Theo Thijssensprijs, 2000)
At the same time I’d like to be able to vote on a federal level
in Belgium. I live here, I pay my taxes, I participate. But apparently it doesn’t work like that.”
Language can be a creative tool, but a political one as well.
Learning a language can help understand a culture and enable communication. As chair of PEN Vlaanderen (PEN defends writers and the freedom of speech around the world,
both through direct and indirect support.), Joke van Leeuwen is well aware of this notion. “We’re promoting Arabic
writers that came here from Iraq and Syria for example. We
enable them to do their work, but if they really want to settle here, they’ll have to be given the opportunity to learn
Dutch as soon as possible. An asylum seekers’ centre is the
worst possible place if you want to integrate and gain wider
recognition.”
Van Leeuwen illustrates with a personal memory. “I remember the Bosnian family that came ‘on holiday’ with me and
my husband and son. They fled Bosnia because of the war
and stayed in a camp. They hardly ever went out. Their fouryear-old daughter lit up during her time with us because she
could play, learn, interact. We told them ‘You’re not going
back to that camp’. So they stayed with us until they could
make a life of their own.”
Joke van Leeuwen’s ‘Belgium for Dummies’ tip follows quite
naturally: “Listen, watch, don’t judge a book by its cover and
don’t put all Belgians in the same category. Of course that
applies to everything. More specifically? Don’t call Flemish a
funny or even charming dialect – it’s degrading.”
LLV

www.jokevanleeuwen.com
image: ©Mieke Meesen
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Move over Bill Gates
the new kids are coming to town

With the majority of start-ups barely making it past the
idea stage and many struggling to make it through their
first year, others may suddenly find their ‘big idea’ highjacked by a global powerhouse (twusic anyone?). So what
exactly is it about start-ups that is sparking people’s imaginations? In the year that Antwerp has been awarded the
prestigious Global Startup Nations Award, it seems only
fitting that we speak with one of the biggest influencers
of today’s love affair with the start-up: KBC’s Startit@KBC.
Daniel Poelman, Business Partner Expats, and Leen Goyvaerts, Business Partner Professions Libérales & Independants at KBC Brussels are keen to introduce me to Julie Fulon,
Community Manager for the Brussels branch of Startit@KBC
and owner of girleek.net.  We meet at the Brussels incubator and co-working space to find out more.

Happy Accidents &
		
Unexpected Success Stories
“The face of business has undergone a radical change over
the last few years,” Daniel tells us. “There is a growing community of people who have bags of experience, or even
none at all, and have a great idea that they seek to develop.
Belgium hasn’t always been perceived as having a particularly friendly environment for businesses to develop and
grow in, but thankfully that’s changing.”
It really was per chance that Startit saw the light of day.  “The
bank organises an annual competition for all employees
worldwide.  By getting our own people to pitch ideas we get
to involve different backgrounds and cultures in improving
APRIL 2016

our services and optimising internal processes.  There’s never really a set theme and two architects who were working
in the Antwerp tower at the time, saw an opportunity to fill
the empty floors through an original and socially responsible
concept: bringing together young people with bright ideas
and entrepreneurs and organisations that would be able to
help them get their projects off the ground,” explains Leen.
“They won the pitch and were given a budget by an internal
sponsor who simply told them ‘we have the space, now you
have the money, let’s make it happen’.   Partnerships with
the University of Antwerp, Flanders DC, iMinds and others
mean that a great variety of expertises and networks have
been brought together under one umbrella that start-ups
can use to their advantage.”
It was an unexpected success that saw the first floor in the
Antwerp tower filled almost immediately.  Today there are
Startit offices in six cities across Belgium, housing some 287
start-ups and 28 nationalities, and the numbers continue
to grow.  The Brussels incubator opened its doors last October and their very first Pitch Day brought in 15 start-ups.  
Today there are nearly 40 start-ups working on their plans
for global domination and the co-working space is positively
humming with activity.
So how does it work? “Start-ups really are just that,” explains
Leen.   “They’re at the ideation stage.   Budding entrepreneurs are offered the opportunity to come and pitch their
idea to our jury and, if they are accepted, are given 12 to 18
months maximum to develop themselves and to learn to do
business.  This is their time to create a real business plan, to
complete trial runs and ensure they have a viable business
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knows who will be right for which project but sometimes
we ask the candidate who their ideal mentor would be. Of
course many say ‘Bill Gates’,” laughs Leen, “but it does give
you an idea of what type of support they are after. We’ll always look at each individual case and find a local mentor
who is best matched with their needs.  We also get a lot of
interest from people who want to become mentors, but we
remind them that it’s an unpaid job that requires a lot of
time and effort, so only the truly dedicated should apply.”

Changing Times

Leen Goyvaerts (left) &
Julie Fulon (right)

before heading out into the world and officially opening for trade.”

It’s rare for start-ups, especially in the tech industry, to find
people who understand what they are trying to accomplish.
“We’re increasingly coming into contact with innovative
organisations and start-ups through Startit and our Bolero
Crowdfunding initiative, which made us realise that we
didn’t really have the proper tools in place to service them,”
says Leen. “It’s something we very much want to change and
the reason why KBC and KBC Brussels decided to establish a national multidisciplinary team that can share its expertise and
our top picks:
knowledge and help guide these young
meetsies.com
enterprises on their journey.   We kick off
“Making new friends is easy” they
in a few weeks when we’ll have some 40
say.  We say it’s perfect for the modpeople around Belgium whose job is speern day urbanite and expat.  Host a
cifically to offer a customised service.”
dinner party - or join someone else’s
- and meet new people.

againagain.be
There’s so many more toys to enjoy:
your membership entitles you to
a new box of toys every 3 months.  
Perfect if you’re leaving on another
assignment in the near future and
don’t want to pack up endless boxes
of the kids’ toys.

“It’s a huge change for KBC too,” Daniel admits.   “We’re learning from the start-ups,
just as they are learning from us.   We’re
changing our mentality and are bringing
new entrepreneurial tools that will benefit
all of our clients.”

“One of the major benefits of being invited to work here is that you become
part of a community,” adds Julie.  “Even
So what does the future hold? “The future
if you’re in completely different fields,
just happens, our environment is becoming
you can still help each another.  Only the
zendo relaxing drink
more favourable to business and it’s up to
other day at the lunch table one of the
The polar opposite of red bull.
us to be a part of it. No one said ‘we want
tech guys pointed out to two budding
Forget loud & shouty drinks that give
you palpitations.  It’s like reading a
to become the leading start-up incubator
entrepreneurs that they would need to
great
book:
you
feel
focussed
and
in Belgium’ but it happened.   The same
keep in mind credit card expiration dates
relaxed all at the same time.  
goes for our industry itself.  We’re investing
for their online business.  A simple statein digital and ‘the internet of things’ but no
ment, but one that will save them lots of
one really knows where it will take us.”
time, stress and money in the future as
their monthly membership programme grows.”
“This entrepreneurial spirit is increasingly becoming part of
the DNA of KBC.  We’re seeing the benefits of networking
“Finding the right partner is
and are integrating this into our own business model as well.  
We’re longstanding partners of BelCham for example, and
invaluable.”
given KBC’s Startit commitment to supporting young companies in Belgium, it only felt natural for us to become one
And of course there’s the mentorship programme too: “We
of the Founding Partners of BelCham Atelier in 2013, the
ask our mentors to meet with their start-ups for at least two
pioneering incubator in the heart of New York City (located
hours every two weeks,” Julie continues.   “And although
in the same building as the KBC and Belcham offices).  Under
every start-up has their personal mentor, they can ask any
the leadership of Chris Burggraeve and Bieke Claes, respecof our mentors for help or introductions to potential clients,
tively President and Managing Director, BelCham Atelier has
partners or departments. It’s easier for the start-up to reach
already become the first port of call for Belgian scale-ups
the right people when they can get an introduction through
who want to explore their potential in the US.” Daniel is
one of our partners or mentors. It’s an invaluable benefit to
proud to conclude. 				
FK
have.”
“Mentors are usually decided on at Pitch Day.  The jury often

www.startit.be / www.belcham.org
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The Career Conundrum
the trailing spouse experience
Vlot’s parents were partial expats (“We lived all the way in
Belgium for four years”) and she had paid them regular visits when, during her twenties, they were living in Singapore.
The city had a great appeal and Vlot decided to apply for a
job there with her own employer. Unfortunately they opted for an Asian candidate instead of flying in an expensive
European. The dream of going abroad hadn’t evaporated
though, so when in 2010 an opportunity to do a project for
her husband’s company in Geneva arose, the family decided
to take it.

Life as a Trailing Spouse

Ilonka Vlot

The challenges an expat’s partner faces once they’ve
been packed up and moved across one or many borders
are plentiful. From coping with cultural changes to starting over somewhere new, the challenges can seem neverending. Some women are happy to postpone their career,
but what if that’s not the case? Two trailing spouses share
their story.

A Suitcase Full of Towels
“I was always the one who was going to pursue the big career,” says Ilonka Vlot (1971, Wormerveer, NL). Vlot is on
Skype from Singapore where’s she’s just returned from a
short holiday to The Netherlands with a suitcase full of towels. “I still haven’t figured out where to go for those kind
of things here, so why not rely on HEMA where the offer is
sturdy, affordable and well designed?” Vlot’s ’ main occupation these days is running a household of 4,5 (I don’t have
to tell my husband what to wear, she laughs), but it hasn’t
always been like that.
Ilonka Vlot is specialised in supply chain; inventory planning
to be precise. She started working for a global tobacco company in 2000 and when her son turned one she started commuting between Utrecht and Southampton, England every
week. “My husband and I always wanted three children, but
I had a lot of trouble getting pregnant. When our son was
four we sort of gave up on that dream and decided to pursue
another: seeing the world.”
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“I then applied for a job with my company’s office in Lausanne and they offered me a position. We were discussing
the details of my contract when I found out I was pregnant.”
They’d never given up trying and after acupuncture the very
last IVF treatment miraculously succeeded. “I told my employer ‘I’m sorry, but I can’t fill the position after all’,” says
Vlot. It seems strange for a career woman to put that career
on a side track, “but,” Vlot argues, “I don’t think it’s fair to
either employer or child to be involved only part time. That’s
when my life as a trailing spouse began.”
“Instead of both of us having jobs and sharing all responsibilities, now all of a sudden Jelle had the lead career, whereas I was always the one who enjoyed working the most. He
used to have this vision of working within cycling distance
and leaving with his lunch box on his transporter every
morning.”
Vlot, true to her ambition: “I did want to make myself useful
in Geneva, so I registered as freelancer, which took me over
a year because of the bureaucratic swamp, and did a project for my former employer during my pregnancy. When my
daughter was three months old I wondered what I’d do next.
That’s when the next opportunity came along: Argentina.
We packed up to live in Buenos Aires for ten months. Our
son could go to the international school, my husband’s
work was easier as he was managing the same project as in
Europe, and the abundance of public holidays gave us the
opportunity to travel the entire country.  It often felt like a
holiday.”

The Logical Next Step
Standing on a Berlin street corner, Christa Baltzer-Bakker
(1964, Haren, NL) shares her motivation to swap countries
over the phone. “After twenty years Amsterdam had become all too familiar. My husband owns an internationally
oriented scientific publishing house. He mainly works online, so location is not of great importance. Besides, from
a perspective of growth and considering the international
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character of most editorial boards in the business, Berlin
seemed a logical next step.”
Baltzer enjoys living in Berlin where she has been able to
settle into a pan-European circle of friends. Her two sons,
the eldest working as a cook in a star-restaurant, the youngest finishing high school this year, have lives of their own.
After working alongside her husband for three years, Baltzer reinstated her former career: “I worked as an interior
designer in Amsterdam for twenty years and felt it was the
right time to start offering my services again.”
It makes a lovely scenario for the next stage of a professional
career. Alas, the economy turned out to be as changeable as
the weather and Baltzer saw herself confronted with some
of the same challenges Ilonka Vlot was facing. “It proved to
be quite difficult to realise a proper business model, so my
husband decided to apply for a job with a large medical publishing company. In Switzerland.”

Handicrafts and Jewellery
“We knew there wouldn’t be a next job in South-America,
so we started talking about the next move soon,” says Vlot.
“Our son was tired of moving and hoped to go back to
the Netherlands, but my husband and I wanted to do one
more.’”  After turning a down a job in the US (“We weren’t
sure we would be happy in an average American city,” says
Vlot), opportunity came knocking: a three-year project in
long anticipated Singapore. “We were relieved. It meant our
son could finally start making friends and I could get back
to work.”
Once more Vlot got in touch with her former employer.
Once more she registered as a freelancer to realise a project, because once more she turned out to be pregnant.
“We hadn’t done anything to prevent it after the successful
acupuncture treatment, and this time it happened spontaneously.” Vlot is overjoyed by seeing her dream of having
three children come true, but she does feel now it’s time for
her side-tracked career to start moving again. “I don’t need
to work for the money, but I do need an activity of my own.
I don’t really have hobbies - work was always my hobby –
and I’m not the type to be involved in charity apart from donating,” she confesses. “I did join a group of mompreneurs
(mothers with small businesses mainly in handicrafts and
jewellery – ed.) but we don’t have much in common apart
from being a mother.”

Sweet Home Switzerland
Building a steady client base is a challenge both Ilonka Vlot
and Christa Baltzer face. But where Vlot is experiencing
trouble establishing one because of differences in culture,
the fact that Baltzer does have one is causing her headaches. “I have to carefully consider whether or not I will join
my husband in Basel. I have work here in Berlin and will have
to start from scratch if I move. I feel reluctant to slow down
what I’ve only just built up. Plus, Switzerland isn’t what you
would call welcoming to foreigners. Then again, renting two
houses is expensive and, more importantly, it’s not very nice

Christa Baltzer

not living together.’
Baltzer chooses to look at things on the bright side: ‘My husband is Swiss-German and he has lived in Basel before. The
city and its museums, restaurants, a few friends, they’re all
somewhat familiar. That was a consideration when looking
for a job.”
“I think I have the resilience to start over somewhere new
again. As a child I’ve had to move quite often and I’ve
learned to form new social circles quite quickly. Of course
the experience of moving to Berlin helps, and the fact that I
have a creative profession too; I can always find something
to do. Even financially it’s possible to take it slow and just
work on a new client network for six months, although I’m
really enjoying working on a couple of projects for a Polish
manufacturer just now.”
Vlot has less experience to rely on. “I never took to networking,” she admits. “But, after a year and a half of befriending potential clients I finally have some actual leads that
might result in an assignment. In the mean time I’ve continued developing myself by organising lectures for the Dutch
Chamber of Commerce. It’s satisfying to wear high heels and
make-up again, taking the subway with a laptop under my
arm instead of pushing a stroller. It gives me the energy I
need to give to my family.”
Like Baltzer, Vlot has another change coming. “It’s very probable that by the time my leads actually solidify, I’ll be back
in Geneva again,” she laughs, “but at least I’ll have practised
building a network. I’ve really enjoyed what we’ve done,
but I’m also looking forward to settling in one place for a
longer period if we get the chance. We would be lucky to get
to live in Geneva again, we really enjoyed our time there...”
LLV
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Temporary
housing made easy

BBF, NUMER ONE
IN AFFORDABLE
AND COMFORTABLE
SERVICED
APARTMENTS.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Book your apartment at

www.bbf.be

BBF Serviced Apartments has been providing serviced and residential apartments since 1992.
With more than 1600 flats in different top locations in Brussels and Budapest, we are able to offer flexible and
affordable mid to long term rental packages for expats and business travelers. Our multilingual team is always
dedicated to find the ideal solution for your stay and will assist you during your booking until the end of the
lease. Recently BBF was accredited with the ASAP Quality Label which certifies compliance with the,
guidelines in the serviced apartment industry.
Combined with our expertise and affordable rates this is your guarantee for a hassle free and excellent stay.
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Legal Corner
By Stefan Nerinckx - partner at Fieldfisher
THE SINGLE PERMIT - SOON A REALITY?
On 16 November 2015, a political decision was reached on
implementation of the Single Permit Directive, 2011/98/EU.
It provides for:
• A single permit for residence and work for non-EU
   nationals;
• A single application procedure;
• Equal rights for non-EU nationals.
The directive now needs to be implemented in national law.
Since it’s a regionalised matter, each region will transpose it
following the agreement reached on the issue.
The political agreement embraces the following
characteristics:
• The Single Permit will in principle replace the work permit
procedures A, B and C – except for 12 categories of workers excluded from the scope of the directive (e.g., seasonal
workers, ICT);
• The 16 November 2015 proposal must be implemented by

law; this legislation will be regionalised;
• Employers must apply but the application is signed by both
the employer (registered office) and the employee;
• When the regional authorities receive the application they
will send a copy to the Dienst Vreemdelingenzaken/Service
des Etrangers (which has 60 days to do a security check), as
well as process the case;
• The application – once admissible – must be processed
and completed within four months; current work permit
applications take (only) a few weeks, though the proposal
states that an emergency procedure can be applied for – further details will have to be worked out but it seems that it
will only be available in very specific cases.
The single permit directive is deemed to be implemented in
summer/fall 2016. Whether all regions will do at the same
time is not clear yet.     To be continued…
www.fieldfisher.com/locations/brussels

100% of BSB graduating
students passed their
IB Diploma in 2015
“ I loved my time at BSB! It has been great preparation
for study at Cambridge. I really enjoyed the challenging
IB Diploma together with the opportunity to play piano,
practise ballet, learn French and Spanish as well as
be involved in Amnesty International.”
Disa Greaves
Year 13 student from Iceland

JAN-FEB 2016

Your No.1
school of
choice
To find out why, visit
www.britishschool.be/whyBSB
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Hilton Garden Inn Arrives in Brussels

NOVA Relocation becomes Altair Global

On 1 June the brand new Hilton Garden Inn Brussels Louise
will open its doors in Brussels’ most upscale shopping and
authentic residential area with easy access to Midi station
and the European Quarter.

NOVA Relocation Group has been acquired by Altair Global,
a global mobility management company founded in 1989
and based in Texas, Plano. Altair Global is an independent
global mobility management company that offers comprehensive relocation and assignment solutions in more than
180 countries. Its clients include members of both the Fortune and Global 500.  Altair Global’s services are delivered
from regional service centres across The Americas, EMEA,
and APAC.

Next to 83 standard rooms the hotel will offer 51 studios
and 9 apartments (with 1 or 2 bed rooms) which are perfect
for extended stays. The studios/apartment all offer a fully
equipped kitchenette, an en-suite bathroom and separate
toilet. All are fully air-conditioned and have individual
entrance phone to control access.
The hotel’s services include a parking garage, breakfast
restaurant, hotel bar serving snacks and light meals and a
fitness exclusive for guests.
		

www.hiltongardeninn.com

•
St. John’s launches new website

The five NOVA Relocation offices in Belgium, France, the
Netherlands, and the UK will change names and become
Altair Global Europe offices, while all staff remain in place.
Through this acquisition, both NOVA and Altair can over a
broader service range as well as a larger geographical coverage.
Walter Vermeeren remains the managing director of Altair
Global Europe.
			

www.altairglobal.com

•

St. John’s International has launched a new website which
reflects its diversity and welcoming character. The site is easy
to navigate with intuitive menus and the mobile responsive
design makes for easy reading on any device. Find it at:
			
			
www.stjohns.be

•

Altair Global meets the US Ambassador

40 years old and 10 years young!
This Spring St Paul’s British Primary School is celebrating a
double anniversary: 40 years since the school was founded
as British Primary in 1975 and 10 years since it was re-invented as St Paul’s under new ownership.  Such a proud history calls for a huge celebration and we will be doing just
that! The festivities kick off with a children’s party on the
Friday and a drinks reception for invited dignitaries on the
Saturday afternoon. The parents will finish off the evening
with a knees-up celebration, dancing into the night – a fitting way to celebrate 40 years of giving children the best
possible start in life!
			

www.stpaulsbps.com

•
APRIL 2016

On February 22nd, the Altair Global management had
a meeting with US Ambassador Denise Bauer at the US
Embassy in Brussels. Chad Sterling, CEO of Altair Global,
reviewed with the Ambassador and with Mr. James Fluker,
Counsellor for Commercial Affairs at the Embassy, the
relocation potential and trends, as well as any issues, with
supporting US corporations and their expats moving to
Belgium. The high quality of relocation service providers was
stressed by all parties during this very productive meeting.  
On the picture, from left to right: Véronique Fauconnier
(Business Development Director Altair Global Europe), Chad
Sterling (CEO Altair Global), Ambassador Denise Bauer, Jeff
Douglas (CFO Altair Global), Walter Vermeeren (Managing
Director Altair Global Europe).
			

www.altairglobal.com

•

NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
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ISF Waterloo students at Italian Model United Nations

Home Consult welcomes new team member

Each year ISF Waterloo International school chooses a
school theme. This year’s theme is the anniversary of the
United Nations to commemorate the 70 years of the service
of the UN around the world. As part of this program, our
senior students had an opportunity of a lifetime; nine of
them travelled to Rome in January to participate in an IMUN
event.

We take pride in our constant concern to improve our
property management services and the overall quality of
our relations with our national and international customers.
For many years now we have ensured the special care that
expats moving to Belgium need. Because we want to keep
doing what we do best in what already looks like a very busy
2016, we have expanded our team with Tine Vanmoer. Tine
has extensive experience in working in international settings
and will focus on rentals and property management for our
expat clients.
            

The IMUN is the Italian Model United Nations. It is an
extra-curricular activity in which students typically roleplay delegates of the United Nations and simulate UN
committees. Each of our students were selected a country
to represent in the meetings and set the task of debating
real issues on the UN agenda. As ‘delegates’ during the
simulation they were required to participate in discussions,
take part in speeches, prepare draft simulations and
recommendations addressed to other states, organise and
negotiate with allies, resolve conflicts and learn to move
within the rules of the procedure. ISF Waterloo is very proud
of their students who set a shining example of teamwork,
friendship, positivity and respect.
			

www.isfwaterloo.org

•

			 www.home-consult.be

•
BSB makes a splash
The British School of Brussels (BSB) is set to open a new
Sports Centre this autumn, part of its Project 3-2-1. A key
feature of the project is the 25 metre swimming pool with
movable floor, which allows one to choose the depth of the
pool, from 0 to 2 metres. The floor can even be adjusted to
offer different depths at the same time. Once open, the pool
will allow the school to add swimming skills to its already
impressive fitness curriculum.
“The movable floor is a unique feature, something I haven’t
seen at any other school pools,” says BSB Head of Aquatics
Kathrin Lammers, who, before joining BSB, taught aquatics
at various Dubai-based international schools. “It allows
more students of different abilities to have access to the
pool at once, meaning courses can be taught by grade level
and not necessarily by skill level.”

BBF launches app
BBF has launched its own app for use on smartphones
and tablets. The application will show useful information
such as various amenities in the area such as local bars
and restaurants, points of interest and contact details
of the various properties.  Additionally the app offers a
comprehensive overview of events, weather, GPS guided
tours and many other tools along with Google maps.  You
can download it from Google Play or Apple’s iTunes.
			

•

The pool will also serve as a home for the Dolphins, BSB’s
own swim squad, who currently train at a rented facility off
campus. The pool will feature digital timing and touch pads,
allowing the squad to train with the latest technology and
the school to host invitationals and inter-school swim meets.
			

www.britishschool.be

•

www.bbf.be
RELOCATE
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ABRA Member Meeting - Thursday 10th December 2015
The ABRA December meeting was held at Hotel Sofitel Louise and was co-hosted by French-Connect. Stéphanie Sellier and
Muriel Chapelle welcomed our members and guests to the meeting.  The guest presentation “Eurozone: Strong Headwinds
or in the Middle of a Hurricane?” was given by Geoffrey Minne, Ph.D., economist at ING Belgium. Additionally, Michael Rex
Parker introduced the work of Community Help Services.  The charity provides information, support and mental health services
to anyone in Belgium who needs help and prefers to speak English.  Put names to faces by visiting our online photo album.

APRIL 2016
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IN A CHANGING WORLD,

IT’S EASIER THAN EVER
TO WORK ABROAD.

FREE PREMIUM PACK*
Expats, make your life in Belgium easier:

3 multi-currency accounts + online banking + Gold credit
cards* + many more advantages!
To help you settle in, BNP Paribas Fortis offers you
personalised solutions, from day-to-day banking to savings
& investments, from insurance to loans.
Visit your nearest BNP Paribas Fortis expat branch.

bnpparibasfortis.be/expatinbelgium

The bank
for a changing
world
*Subject to approval of your application - Publisher: A. Moenaert, BNP Paribas Fortis SA/NV, Montagne du Parc/Warandeberg 3, 1000 Brussels,
RPM Brussels, TVA BE 0403.199.702, FSMA n° 25.879A

